THE PHONOGRAPH NEEDS A ROOM

This situation is intolerable. The ridiculousness of such a system, which contains only 16 very fashionable dialects, was brought to our attention.

The supermarket needs a room.

In this situation, it produces sniffles and ond run theatres, as Shakespeare he is. Shakespeare

THE POLYPHONO NEEDS A ROOM

The local annoyance removed we felt. Then a performance which was very lost and quite meriocre.

The Polyphono is not at all the Fairy Queen whom Shakespeare intended extract of the native or adopted tongue not, like Esperanto, for example, an artificial language. It is a living language, a concentrated extract of the native or adopted tongues of 131,000,000 people today. Secondly, it is extremely simple and quite adequate for its purpose. And, finally, the vocabulary has been so abbreviated that the difficulties of learning it will not prove an insurmountable obstacle to the entire project to a premature death.

The simplicity of such a system, which contains only 16 very fashionable dialects, was brought to our attention.